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Charge Distribution and Recoil Properties in the Fission of    U

bv 11.5 GeV Protons*
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Lafayette, Indiana

Abstract -  Cross-sections and thick-target recoil nronerties have been determined

238
for a number of products in the mass repion 100-115 from the interaction of   U

with 11.5 GeV protons.  The recoil ranges of the neutron deficient nroducts are

nearly a factor of two smaller than those of the neutron excessive Droducts,sue-

gesting a difference in reaction mechanisms. On the basis of this finding a

charge dispersion curve consistine  of two separate Faussians,  neakine  at  M/Z  =

1.22   and 1.40,_Mas constructed  to   fit the measured cross sections. The curve

assogiated with the neutron excessive products is very similar to that obtained

238
in the fission of U bv 450 MeV protons except for a reduction in the fission

cross section by a factor of 2.4.  The values of the average devosition energy,

average total kinetic energy  of the primary fragments, and .average eeparation

distance at scission obtained for these fragments from their recoil properties

are nearlv equal to the corresponding values at 450 MeV.  Integration of the charge

dispersion curve for the neutron deficient nroducts indicates a 15' contribution

to the total isobaric cross section at A = 111. The width of this distribution

is less than half that of the curve for neutron excessive products.  Manv of the

properties of the neutron deficient products are consistent ,-ith either snallation

or fission of a nucleus in the heavy rare earth region but neither mechanism can

explain all the results.

* Supported by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commissc*on
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I.   Introduction

The distribution of nuclear charge among the products of the reactions

of heavy elements with GeV protons has been investigated in recent years (1-7).

The charge dispersion determined for products with 125<A<140 formed from uranium

exhibits two distinct peaks of approximately equal height on either side of the

beta stability line (1,2).  This finding contrasts with the results below about

0.7 Gev.(1,8,9). where the charge disperdion is single-peaked.

The differentiation of the charge disper*ion at A'6130 into twin peaks is

considered to arise  from at least two different processes,  one of which ·is  the

normal fission ppocess found in the hundreds of MeV range of bombarding energy.

Recoil data for a number of fission Droducts support this hynothesis.(2,10-12).

The ranges of various neutron deficient nuclides are found to be approximately

a factor of two less than those of comparable neutron excessive products.  Such

differences are npt observed in the hundreds of MeV range of bombarding energy,

where the fission mechanism adequately accounts for the recoil properties of

both classes of products (10,12-15).  The recoil properties of neutron excessivB

products from GeV bombardments are likewise accounted for by the same fission

mechanism (11,12).  On the other hand, the mechanisms giving rise 60 the

neutron deficient prbducts at GeV energies are not as yet completely understood.

Evidence has been cited for. contributions from fission (1,11), spallation (6,11),

and   fragmentat ion    ( 2),.

The present study is concerned with the charge dispersion and average

recoil properties of pooducts in the mass region 100 EA3115 from the interaction

of 11.5 GeV protons with uranium.  The purpose was to determine the extent

to which the.findings in the A%130 mass region also apoly at lower mass numbers.
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Previous charge dispersion measurements (5) in this mass region vere consistent

with either a double- or single-peaked curve.  Ve have earlier reported the

results of similar measurements at 450 MeV (9,13) and so can also comment on

the energy dependence of the measured nroperties.

II.  Experimental Procedure

The irradiations were performed in the internal beam of the ZGS at

Argonne National Laboratory.  The length of the irradiation period varied from

5 to 15 min. Bombardments were performed employing the  flin-flor, mode" or

a shadow block to prevent low energy protons from striking the tarnet.  The

238
target assembly consisted of 0.001 inch thick depleted U folls, surrounded

by 0.001 inch aluminum datcher foils of hiph purity, fbllowed by 0.001 inch

monitor foils and wrapped with 0.001 inch alaminum.
111

The majority of the cross sections were determined relative to the    Ag

cross section in recoil experiments.in which the target was nositioned pernen-

dicular to the beam.  In these experiments the catcher foils overlapped the

slightly smaller target foil to insure comnlete capture of all recoils from

the target.  In the determination of the absolute cross section of Ag, the
111

target, catcher, and monitor foils were properly alighed before wrapping the

target assembly.  This cross section was determined relative to that of the

27Al (p,3pn) monitor reaction whose value at 12 GeV is 8.6 mb (16). .The

activity of the m6nitor foils was determined by means of methane-flou nro-

24
portional counters which had been calibrated for Na by beta-gamma coinci-

24
dence techniques (9). The Na  activity  of the individnal monitor  foi ] s  in

a given target assembly amreed to within two per cent indicatinm a reasonable

I alignment of the foils.

--..........7
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Activity measurements on the radiochemically separated samples Here made

109 111
with proportional counters in the case of the negatron emitters, Pd,    Ag,

112. 113 115" 115mAg 9 Ag,          "Cd, and Cd. with a 3 in. x 3 in. MaI (Tl) detector con-

nected to a 400 channel analyzer in the case of Bd, Pd.. In,    Cd
101 112 111 107

and   1.15  Cd:   and  with   an x-ray detection svstem   consisting   of  a thin sodium   io-
100dide crystal connected to a sinmle channel analyzer in the case of Pd,

103 105
Pd, and Ag.  The details about the radiochemical separations employed

and the calibration of the various detectors have been described elsewhere (9).

The decay properties of the observed nuclides are summarised in Table I.

III Results

A. Cross Sections

The activities of each nroduct vere corrected for chemical ·,ield, detector

109 107 115mefficiencv, recoil loss, alic·uot, absorber ( 105Ag, Pd, Cd Cd,

115g ,101 103 107 112Cd), narent -dauphter factors C Pd, », In, Pd), and disinte-

gration conversion factors listed in Table I.. and the cross sections calculated

llls 111m
by the standard relationshins. In the case of -'Pd and Pd, two simultaneous

equations (9) relati=g the obeerved Ag activities to the initial activities
111

at the end of hombardment of these nuclides were solved. The activities Of

101 103 107
Pd,    Ag, and In at the end of bambardment were obtained bv correcting

the values obtained from their resnective daughter activities for decay UD to

the time of sevaration.

The results are nresented in Table II along vith nrevious determinations

at GeV energies (5.17,18).  The measured cross sections are either indenendent

(i) or cumulative (c).  In several cases there mav be some ambipuity as to the

1-1
-                                                                                           1
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mode of formation. These cases have been identified in the table. The

cross section of 111.m d is considered to be independent since the decay of

111 111_Rh is predominantly (999%) to the ground state of Pd.

The quoted errors are standard deviations based upon the number of separ

at6odeterminations listed in Table II.  In the case of Ar, the quoted error103

is the standard deviation of dunlicate determinations from the aame tarpet.

The overall uncertainty in the cross section measuremenets is estimated to

111
be 10 per cent for the negatron €mitters and In and 20 per cent for the

other nuclides.  This is comprised mainly of the uncertainties in the efficien-

cies of the detectors (5 per cent), an uncertaintv in the cross section of the no

monitor reaction (5 per cent) and the uncertaintv in the conversion of the ob-

served activity to disintegration rate for nuclides detected via x-rays or

gamma rays (10 per cent).

The present data are in reasonably good agreement with previously reported

data within the overall uncertainty of the measurements.

B.   Recoil Properties

The quantities determined in the recoil exveriments are the fraction of               I

the total activity of a given nuclide collected in the forvard and backward

catchers, denoted by F and B respectivelv. The recoil nronerties of interest
)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           1

are the quantities 2W(F+B) and F/B, listed in Table III.  The target thidkness

is W mg/cm2.  The quoted values have been corrected for scattering (14) (4%)

and edge (19) (0.5%) effects.

The analysis of the recoil data is based on a previouslv develoned (20 21,14)

velocity vector model embodying the two-step mechanism usuallv invoked in hieh-

energy fission.  Eauations have been derived on the basis of this model relatinp.
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the measured recoil properties to the mean ranpe of the fragment in the moving

frame, R, and to the velocity ratio, n*; This quantitg is defined as 04 = V,/ /N

where v* is the component of the average velocity of the cascade product along

the beam direction and V is the average velocity of the fragment in the moving

frame. These two recoil parameters  have been evaluated using  exactlv  the  same

procedure described in detail in an earlier renort (13) and are summarized in

Table III.  Recent (11) differential range meaaurements indicate that at GeV

energies the velocity distributions of neutron deficient products  in  the  fis -

sion re 6on are very broad.  The effect of such broad distributions on the

vector model analysis of thick target recoil data has been explored (22).  It

is expected on the basis of this analysis that the vector-model formulation mav

overestimate the values of R and V by less than 5%.  On the other hand, the

values of vq may be underestimated by as much as 20%.

IV. Discussion

A.   Analysis of Cross Section Data

1.  Charge Distribution of Normal Fission Products

Since the pattern of recoil ranges at GeV energies suggests the occurrence

of two distinct mechanisms it is reasonable to interpret the measured cross

sections from the same point of view.  Each mechanism will result in a character-

istic charge dispersion curve and the experimentally observed curve  -ill be

their weighted sum.

The recoil ranges of the negatron emitters are of comnarable mapnitude as

those of fission products formed at 450 MeV.  It is therefore assumed that

the cumulative and independent cross sections of these products are consistent

with  the   same   type of charre disnersion curve   as Tras found   (9)   to   fit   the
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results at 450 Mev.
The cross sections of hhe negatron emitters for mass chains 111 and 112

were thus fitted to the gaussian expression

exp ·. [(Z - Z )2/282]                 (1)0(Z) = amax

where a(Z  is the independent cross section of the product of nuclear charge

Z.' a is the cross sectaon of the product with the most probable charce Z max

and S is the staddard deviation of the distribution.  The solution of Fo. (1)

requires at least three yield measurements for a given mass. chain. Since anly

two yield measurements were available for each mass chain, F was assumed equal

to 1.233, the value found for mass chain 111 in the 450 MeV vroton fission of

uranium (9).  As noted in this study, S appears to be independent of bombarding

energy, or more precisely, of the spectrum of excitation energies generated by

the initial interaction. Since, as shown in Section IV 82, the average deno-

sition energies of cascade nuclei leading to these Droducts are onlv slightly

higher than the corresponding values with 450 MeV protons, (13,14) the assumn

tion should not be in serious error.  The value of S corresponds to a full

width at half-maximunk,  (Fr, ,1), of the charge distribution of 2.90 Z units.

Equation (1) was solved by means of successive aDDroximations such that

the calcutateddindependent yields of a nroduct and its promenitors add up to the

cumulative yield of the observed product.  The results are presented in Table

IV in which column 1 gives the number of the mass chainf column 2, the value of

a       .  column  3, the total isobaric vield  ex'Dected  for    nor&al  fission'   products;
max

column 4, the calculated value of Z : and column 5, the nentron-to-nroton

ratio, 3/Z , of the most probable product.  The uncertaintv in the Z  valuesP

t
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is approximately 0.5% of the quoted values, corresnonding to the limits

which reproduce the· experimental data within their errors.     The Z values
P

for mass chain 109 and 115 were calculated assuminf a F"HM of 2.90 Z units and

a total isobaric chain yield of 29.4 mb, the average value found for mass chains

111 and 112.  Since the cumulative vield of Ap is expected to be low because113

113m 113
of some direct decay of Ag to Cd, the Z  value for this mass chain was not

P

calculated.

The- N/Z  values for the four mass chains are relativelv constant at 1.402

1 0.008.  The independent cross section in this mass region of a nroduct of

mass A and charge Z, 6(A,Z)' may therefore be expressed by the equation

'(A,Z) =
(9.5 + 0.3) exp - [(A·2.40 z)2/17.80]        (2)

obtained by substituting A/2.402 for Z  in Eo. (1).  Equation (2) implies a

gaussian distribution of not only isobaric yields but isotopic yields as well.

This result is a consequence of the constant isobaric yield and m/ZD ratio in

this mass region.

The calculated cross sections of the negatron emitters are comnared with

the corresponding experimental values  i n  Fig.1. The curve centered about

"N/Z = 1.40 represents the isobaric yield distribution of ' normal fission   pro ·

ducts calculated by means of Eq. (2) for A = 111.  The experimental data for

mass chains 109, 111, 112, 113 and 115 are plotted in the same figure for an

approximate comparison since in such a representation the winps of the inde-

pendent yield curve vary slightly  &or  each mass chain. Vith  the   exception  of

113
the cross section for Ag, the experimental va.1 iie   of  whi.ch   is    efected   to   he

low as discussed above, excellent agreement is found between the calculated

and experimental values within their listed  uncertainties,   3  to  4  per  cent.
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2.   Charge Distribution of Neutron Deficient Nuclides

Since there were not more than two isobaric yields determined for the

neutron deficient nuclides for anv mass chain investigated and since no data

are available on the charge dispersdon width to be expected for these products,

a somewhat different procedure was followed.  The isotopic yield distribution

was assumed to be gaussian and the three neutron deficient nalladium yields

were fitted to the expression:

' exp -
[(A-An)2/282]

(S)
((A) = cmax

where a(A  is the independent cross section of a product of mass number A and

a    is now the cross section of the most probable product A .
The "mormal

max

fission" contribution calculated by means of Eq. (2) was first subtracted from

the cumulative yields of these products. This contribution amoudted  to  less

than 10%.  Equation (3) was then solved by successive approximations until the

calculated independent yields of the observed product and its propenitors

summed up to the experimental cumulative cross section.  A similar procedure

was  followed  for the neutron deficient silver products. The results  are  sum-·

marized in Table IV. Since a and N /Z are relitively constant for these two
max        · p

isotopic charge chains, Ea. (3) may be generalized to give:

'(A,Z)
= (3.61 t.0003) exp - [(A - 2.221 Z)2/3.040] (4)

Equation (4), like Eq. (2), implies a gaussian distribution.of both isobaric

and isotopic yields.

A comparison between the cross sections of the neutron deficient nroducts

calculated from Eq. (4) and experimental data is made in Fip. 1.  The curve

centered about  N/Z  = 1.22 represents the charge distribution of neutron  de· ·

ficient  products  calculated  for  A  =  111.     The  exnerimental  cross  sections  of
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all the neutron deficient products are plotted in the same figure for an

approximate comparison.  Equation (4), derived from the data of silver and

palladium products, is found to adequateD' account  for the cross sections  of

107 107 111In., Cd, and In, after adding relatively small contributions from

the normal fission process.

The reported crobs sections (5) of In and Cd, and in particular
109 109

their ratio, are found to be significantly different from those expected from

the proposed charge distribution.  A redetermination of these values as vell

111
as the measurement of the cumulative yield of Sn is suggested. The latter

111cross section would permit an evaluation of the independent vield of In

which along vith the independent yield of Ed should establish whether a109

minimum in the charge distribution occurs at N/Z = 1.27, as predicted bv the

present analysis. In the absence of more detailed results the decomposition of

the charge dispersion   into two distinct mirves   must be considered tentative.

The cross sections determined in, the present vork could also be adeouately

accounted for by a single broad charge dispersion curve.

3. Charge Dispersmon  for  A#lll

The overall charge dispersion in the mass region A'ulll is obtained as the

sum of the two separate gaussians and. as shown in Fig. 1, exhibits two Deaks.

The following comments may be made about this curve:

The total isobaric yield at A = 111 is estimated as 33.5 + 3.4 mb.  This    -

is comprised of a 28.5 mb contribution associated with the normal fission proe

cess and a 5.0 mb yield of the neutron deficient peak. Fe conclude that apptoxi-

mately 85% of the products in this mass repion are produced bv the normal

fission process.
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The full-width at half maximum of the neutron deficient peak is 1.31 Z

units.  This is over a factor of two narrower than the value of 2.90 Z units

derived for the normal fission peak.

These reaults mav be related to other high ·energy data. The isobaric

yield at A = 109 has been previously determined for 3 and 28 GeV protons (5).

Cross sections of respectively 32.2 f 3.8 mb and 27.2 f 3.5 mb were reported

at these mnergies.. The present isobaric cross section at essentially the same

mass number is somewhat higher but agrees within the i#mits of eeror.

Crespo et al (11) have recentlv measured the differential range of Pd
103

from the interaction of uranium with 2.2 GeV vrotons. These workers decomposed.          c

their range curve into contributions from fission and spallation and on this

basis estimated a 2% conttibution from the latter to the total isobaric yield

at  A  = 103. T.Thile  this   is  a  substantially lover estimate  than that obtained

in the present work, it is reasonable to expect that the contribution from

spallation will increase between 2 and 12 GeV.

The present results may be compared T·Tith similar data (1,2) for the mass
region 125<A<140.  While the charge dispersion curve exhibits douhae maxima in

b6th regions the magnitude of the neutron deficient peak is comparable to that

of the neutron excessive peak at the higher mass numbers.  In addition, the

widths  of  the two peaks are comparable at A0130, in contrast  to the sibuation

at Aglll. These results are consistent  with a spallation mechanism  for  the   for-

mation of the neutron deficient products since the importance of this process

should increase with decreasing mass difference between target and products.

The charge distribution is compared  with  that previousl- determined  (9)  at
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450 MeV in Fig. 2.  The striking change from a single-peaked to a doubkk-

peaked curve is evident.  The total isobaric yield associated with the neutron-

excessive peak decreases by a factor of 2.3 between 0.45 and 11.5 GeV.  This

may be compared with a value of 1.7 for the corresponding decrease in the total

binary fission cross section between these same energies (23).  It may also be

noted that the value of
Zr, associated 'dth thernarrhal fission Deak is rather

insensitive to the proton energy, decreasing from 1.42 to 1.40 over the energy

range of interest. This small variation terrespbnds,ito an increase   in  Zn  of
about 015 Z units which is consistent with the near constancy of the deposition

energies, discussed in section IV B2.

Since spallation is believed to contribute to the yield of the neutron de-

ficient products it is of interest to comnare the charge dispersion associated

with these products  with  that  £dr a known spallation  Drocess.    The  nroposed

charge distribution. plotted as an isotopic distribution of the neutron deficient

palladium nuclides is compared in Fig. 3 with a similar curve obtained for the

interaction of silver with 400 MeV vrotons (24).  The curves corresnond to

gaussian distributions fitted to the experimental data, denoted bv the circles

238
and squares.  The rise in the charge distribution from U at N/Z>1.28 is due

to the ihcreasing contribution from normal fission. It is =een that the two

curves are auite similar, peaking at N/Z'ul.22 and having a -idth of about 2,90

amu.  A similar result was obtained by Rudstam and Sorensen (6) from an isotonic

yield Atudy of neutron deficient iodine products from the bombardment uf uranium,

lanthanum and cesium with 18 GeV protons.  The authors concluded that the neutron

deficient products were produced from uranium by a spallation mechanism involv-
1

1

ing long evaporation chains.

Another possible mechanism for the formation of the neutron deficient
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nuclides is normal fission of the type obtained at 450 MeV but from a much

lighter fissioning nucleus than that leading to the neutron excessive vroducts.

Such a fissioning nucleus could be produced bv a long cascade-evanoration chain

accompaniedi perhaps, by the prompt emission of light fragments.  The charge

dispersion carve expected for such a mechanism may be estimated bv extrapolating

238 208the results previously obtained at 450 MeV for (9) U and (15) Ph to lower

masses.  A comparison of these two curves reveals a trend of decreasing N/Z 

and  FWHM with decreasing tarmet  mass. The curve obtained  for the isotopic vields

of palladium nuclides for a fissioning nucleus with A = 170 is shown in Fim. 3.

The curve peaks at a slightly larger N/Z value and is somewhat narrower than the

experimental curve.  In view of the highly approximate nature of this extravolation

the resulting curve does not appear inconsistent with the present results.

B.   Analysis of Recoil Data

1. Dependence of 2W(F,*B) on N/Z of Product

The dependence of the recoil range on the composition of the vroduct mav be

examined in light of the charge dispersion analysis.  The data in Table III in-

dic ate that there   i s nearly a factor·-of-two difference between the ranges   of   the

neutron excessive and deficient· products and that within each groun the ranges are

practically constant. The average value of 2  '(F+B) for products from the normal

fission distribution was calculated to be 8.9 f 0.2 mg/cm2.  A value of 4.8 f 0.5

2mg/cm was estimated for products from the other distribution and renresents

the average 2W(F+B) of neutron deficient products after correction for contribution

from the normal fission process.

The dependence of the range on N/Z was calculated by weighting these average

values by the relative contribution from each charge dispersion.  The results

are shown as the solid curve in Fig. 4.  The experimental values are plotted at
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the average N/Z of the products; as determined from the charge dispersion.

The step-function dependence of 2W(F+B) on N/Z of the product predicted

by the present analysis implies that, in the mass region 100<A<115, the sudden

111
drop in range should occur over 2 Z units (e.g. Cd should have a normal

111
fission range whereas the range of Sn and higher Z isobars should be lower

by a factor of two).  A similar drop is estimated to occur in isotopic range

112 110
studies over 2 mass units, (e.g. In - In).  Such a step-function dependence

of the range on mass number has been observed by Brandt in a study of the recoil

ranges of iodine isotopes from 18 GeV Duoton bombardments of uranium (10).  An

124
abrupt change  in the range was found to occur  over  2 mass units, betfeen       I

and 122I.  Similar results have also been reported recently for the.antimony

isotopes formed in the interaction of uranium with 18 GeV protons (12).  The

abruptness of the transition between the two types of ranges depends, of course,

on the relative magnitude and extent of overlap between the two distributions.

Also shown in Fig. 4 are the ranges previously measured at 450 MeV for

a number of the same products (13).  The previoukly noted decreahe (2,10,13)

by a factor of approximately 2 in the ranges of neutron deficient products be-

tween 0.5 and 12 GeV is apparent for Pd and In. By contrast, the ranges
103 111

of the neutron excessive products decrease by at most a few percent over the

same energy interval.

2.   Kinetic and Deposition Energies

The ranges in Table III were converted to kinetic energies, T, by means

of a range-energy relation derived from thermal neutron data.  The procedure

has been described in detail in a previous publication (13) and includes a cor-

rection for the difference between the average charges in thermal and high-

energy fission.  The application of this relation to the neutron deficient
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products is somewhat questionable and the results should be regarded as approxi-

mate. The kinetic energies are summarized in Table V where the results for the

neutron deficient products have been dorredted for a small contribution from

normal fission.

A simple calculation has been described (14,13) whereb- the kinetic energies

of the observed products are used to derive the average total kinetic energy

tot
of the primary fragments, <T (Z,A')* and their mean sevaration distance

at scission, D.  The calculation of the first quantity is based on the assump-

234.4
tion of a particular average fissioning nucleus, U, an estimation of the.

mass of the primary fragment corresponding to a particular nroduct based on

the excitation energy assodiated  'rith its formation, and conservation of momentum

considerations.  The quantity D is then determined from a straightforward ap-

plication 6f Coulomb's law. In view of the close similarity between the

properties of the neutron excessive·,,praducts .at.1155 ladd,0445 GeV, this formalism

was applied to the present results using the same procedure and parameters as

at 450 MeV (13,14).

The results for the neutron excessive products are summarized in Table V.

If these results are weighted by their fission yield, average values for A#lll

may be obtained.  The average total kinetic energy release is 156 f 3 MeV with

an absolute uncertainty of <8%. The corresponding average value of D is 19.4 t 0.6
fermi Within the experimental errors, the values are equal to the comnarable

values, 160 f 2 MeV.. and 19.1 k 0.1 fermi found at 450 MeV (13,14).
The average deposition energy, E*, associated vith the Droducts 6f interest

may be obtained from the relation

E* = 0.85 Ep 9,/pp (5)
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where Ep and P  are respectively the kinbtic energy and momentum of the incident
P

proton and p * is the forward component of momentum of the cascade product.

The above relation vas derived by Porile (25) on the basis of Monte Carlo cas-

cade   calculations   ( 26 ) performed  up  to an energy of 1.8 GeV.  The v&lidity of

this relationship at 12 GeV has not been demonstrated and the results must be

regarded in light of this fact. The average values of v* are given b,r v'. = ny

with the V values obtained from the calculated kinetic energies. The E* values

were then obtained  from  Eq. 5, using  a  mass  of  236  amu to convert  %,  to  R„  and
are summarized in Table V. The quoted errors reflect the exnerimental uncer-

tainties in 2I,(F+B) and F/B and do not include whatever error is inherent in

the use of Eq. (5).  In addition, the values of E* associated with the formation

of the neutron deficient products may be too low b,r some 20% because of the broad

distribution of ranges (22).

The E* values may be compared with similar results obtained at 450 Mev

(13,14) and the latter are also summarized in Table V.  The deposition energies

associated with the formation of the neutron excessive products show onl.r a

slight increase with bombarding energy.  This can be seen some-hat more clearly

by computing the average deposition energy associated with the formation of the

most probable product at a given mass number, E* (Zn,A).  This Quantity has

been carefully determined for the mass region of Dresent interest at 450 Mev

from recoil measurements on many products not included in Table V (14).  A

similar determination may be made at 12 GeV follawing the procedure outlined

elsewhere (13:14).  It is found that the T'eighted averagedof E*(Zn,A) for

100<A<115 is 146 f 13 MeV.  This is only slightly larger than the value. 120 f 3

MeV, found at U50 MeV (14), suggedting that the selectivity of the fission process

-
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for cascade events leading to the most probable nroduct in GeV bombardments

is quite similar to that found in the hundreds of -ieV range of borbarding

energy.

The E* values associated with the neutron deficient nroducts are rather

perplexing. On the average, these values are not any larper than those for

the neutron excessive products.  Also, the values decrease as the hombarding

enerey4increases from 0.45 to 11.5 GeV. This surnrising result nersists even

if a 20% allowance is made for the effect (22) of the broad ranee distributions

observed for these Droducts (11) at GeV enerfies.  If the neutron deficient nro-

ducts are formed either by snallation or fission of a low Z element then one

might expect E* values above 0.4 Gev. This larpe discrepancy may reflect a

change   in the relation between  v -   and  E*   from that found below   2   CeV or nerhaps
,,

even the failure  of the two·-step model commonly invoked in hiph  enerf··  snallation.

and fission.  Indeed, Alexander et al (2) have cited this tvne of result a4 evi-

dence  for a fragmentation  nrocess.    The pre ferential forward emission of light

fragments during the initial interaction leads to a concomitant reduction in the

v* values of the heavy Droduct and thus to an underestimation of Pe.

The results of other recoil measurements of neutron deficient products mav

be examined in the above terms.  The data of Brandt (10) on iodine isotones nro-

duced in 18 and 0.6 GeV proton irradiations of uranium may be analvzed to yield

E* values vhich show a pattern that is similar to that revorted in the nresent

vork. The results of Alexander et al (2) for iodine isotones forred at 6 GeV

tend to exhibit the presently observed trend although in much less severe fashion.

On the other    hand, the results of Hagebo   and   Ravn    (12)    on ant imonv    isoto'Des    at    18

and   0.6 GeV exhihit the exnected increase   if  E*   vith  hombardint, enerf•,r. Their   re-

sults at 18 GeV ate also similar to the lower enermr results in that Ex varies

(
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inversely with product N/Z.  The differential range measurements at 2.2 GeV

by Crespo et al.(11) also yield this inverse dependence. The differences be--

tween these studies appear to lie in the measured F/B values.  In those studies

where low E* values are reported for the neutron deficient products F/B ratios

are close to unity I·,hile higher E* values result from F/B nreater than about 1.3.

All the above studies agree on the low ranges of the neutron deficient products.

It would thus appear that further experimental vork may be reauired to settle

this point.

3.   Discussion of the Recoil Properties of Neutron Deficient Products

The charge distribution of the neutron deficient products has been found to

be consistent with  two di fferent processes: spallation and fission  of a lof-Z

nuclide.  The prompt emission of light fragments may, in addition: occur during

the initial stage of either mechanism. In this section Me  investigate the re -

coil properties expected from these processes.

The theory of nuclear evaporation has been quantitatively formulated and a

calculation of the recoil rangeso f snallation products has been develoned (27.28).
In the absence of i Tonte Carlo cascade calculations at 12 GeV, a highlv anproxi-

mate procedure was adopted to simulate the average results of the cascade.  The

distribut bon of cascade products T'as replaced bv a sinele averave residual
nucleus. Its identitv was determined by extrapolation  of the curvE relating

the average number of nucleons emitted in the cascade to the average excitation

energy   of  the res idual nucleus determined bv Metronolis   et   al   (26)   for   enerries
up to 1.8 GeV.  The value of E* was chosen to optimize the vield of products

in the mass range of interest. On the basis of these considerations Pb203

with E* = 1.8.GeV was adopted as the average cascade nrogenitor of nwoducts
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238
with A = 100 115 from the interaction of U  uith  12  G-eV  nrotons.

The velocity comnonents of the residual nucleus were obtained from the

nreviously derived (25) v, - Ee relation, as summarized by Ea. 5.  The transverse,/                                                                              I

component of velocity of the residual nucleus, vi was obtained from the nre

dicted vatiation  of  v,  /v.'with  E*.  (25). Once again.. it should he emphasized
1-        ,  /

that these relati6ns have been derived from cascade calculations (26) nerformed

for 0.4 - 1.8 GeV protons.  The adopted values are summarized in Table VI.

The residual nucleus resulting from the cascade deexcites bv the evanor

ation process. The distribution of nroducts and concomitant recoil ranges

resulting from this process was determined by a Monte Carlo calculation based

on the code by Dostrovsky et al (29) as modified hy Porile (27,28) to keen track

of the velocity of the evaporating nuclide. The calculation considered the emis-

sioh of neutrons, protons, deutrons, tritons,  3He,  4He,  and 7Li fragments a.tteach

step of the deexcitation Drocess;  The emission probability of 7Li vas increased

to include the emission of all bound nuclides with A<10.  This was accomnlished1

by increasing the statistical wefght of this fragment b,- a factor of 5, as dis-

cussed in detail eAsewhere (27,30).  The evaluation of the emission widths of

individual heavy fragments is impractical in terms of the reauired comnuter time.

At the end of the deexcitation nrocess the kinetic enerpnr and direction of

motion of the product vith respect to the beam axis were comnuted.  The kinetid

energy was converted to the range in uranium bv means of a ranse-enerfry relation

based  on the calculation of Lindhard  et  al  ( 31) for lor-·enerp,v  vroducts   and  on

the above mentiohed relation for fission fragments  for  high enerr' products.    The

ranges were then projected along the beam direction accordins to a nrocedure

discussed elsewhere (32,33) and the results for 1000 iterations were averaged

L-
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to yield average projected ranfres,  F.  and  Pr",  for  comparisbn  with  experiment.

In performinp this comparison both the calculated and experimental values of

Fl·' and BW were averaged over all the appropriate snallation Droducts.   The cal-

culated values    -ere    thus obt ained by averaginp- the results    for all nroducts

with A = 100-115 uhile the experimental values are an average for all the neutron

deficient products, corrected vherever necessarv for a contribution from fission.
The results are summarized in the first line of Table VT. It is seen that

the calculation overestimates the v.alue of F" and prosslv underestirates that

of PP. The calculation can be brought into S Omel rhat better agreement vith ex·.·

veriment:.by reducing the values  of v„  and IL and maintaininfy the.excitation enerpv

at 1.8 GeV. It is nossible in this fashion. as shown in the table, to bring

the calculated value of FT' into perfect agreement with exneriment.  However, the

predicted value of BW is still too small bv. nearlv a factor of six.  In order

to eliminate this large forward backward asvmmetry without a substantial reduction

in the magnitude of the projected ranges, the deexcitation nrocess would have

to include the abundant emission of much heavier fragments than those included

in the calculation.

The ranmes expected from fission of a lop-Z nuclide ma-be estimated hV

examination of the dependence of the nroduct range on tarpet Z obtained at 450

MeV  (19).    The e® erimental values  of  2T'(F+B) are consistent  rith  a  fi-:sioning

nucleus in the Z range 65-70, in apnroximate agreement ,rith the est*mate based

on the charge distribution. This findinm is consistent with the work of

Crespo et al (11) who account for the mean velocities of neutron deficient nro

ducts obtained from differential Tense measurements bv means of a similar

mechadism.
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Although this mechani sm satisfactorilv accounts   for the measured ranges   it

requires F/B values that are much larger than the experimental ones, although

not as large as those expected from svallation.  Once again, lower F/B values

would be predicted if the v  ·-· E* relation obtained below 2 GeV does not apnl·r
,,

at 12 GeV or if light fragments are emitted vreferentiallv in the forvard

direction during the initial interaction.

Another difficultv inherent in the formation of both neutron excessive                1
1

and deficient nuclides by fission is that this mechanism implies a continuous

distribution of fissioning nuclei, ranging from nuclides close to the target

to those perhaps 70 mass units removed from it.  This would in turn imply a

continuous increase of range  with  the  N/ZZof the product instead  of  the  ob -

served step function. One would also expect a single, broad, charl:re dispersion             

curve instead of two distinct peaks. It mav of course turn out, due to the

various factors determining spallation-fission comnetition,  that  in the inter-

238
action of U with 12 GeV protons fission is restricted to nuclei with Z#92 er

Z#65-70·  However, we have no evidence supportinm this hypothesis.

V.   Conclusions

The charge disversion in the mass revion 100< <115 from 11.5 GeV nroton hom-
238

bardments of F.-is  consiatent    ith  a double-neaked curve  simf lar  to  that  re-

ported  for  the mass region A'6130. The height  of the neutron excessive  neak  is

estimated  to be approximately 2.6 times Freater  than  that   of the neutron  de-

ficient  peak  and its width,  apnroximatel-.r a factor  of 2 preater. The corresnond-

\

ing most probable M/Z for the two peaks are 1.22 and 1.40.. The latter value is

comparable to the value 1.42. found for this mass remion in 450 MeV bombardments

(9).  The decrease in N/Zp at 11.5 GeV amounts to an increase in Zn of 0.5 Z
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units for normal fission products.

The total isobaric yield of mass chain 111 is measured to be 33.5 t 3.4 mb.

This comnrises 28.5 mb (85%) attributable to the normal fission nrocess and

5.0 mb (015%) attributable to other Drocesses. The fission cross section about

symmetric fission at 11.5 GeV is a factor of 2.4 lower than the value at 450 MeV

(9), which is comparable to the reduction in the total fission cross section (23).

The recoil rangds of neutron deficient products are found to be anproximatelv

a factor of 2 less than at 450 MeV (13) and than, of neutron excessive nroducts

at 12 GeV whereas the range s   of the latter   are onlv slightl,r smaller   than   at

450 MeV (13).  On the basis of the resolution of the charpe disversion into two

component distributions,   vith 21(F+B) values differing   bv a factor of nearlv   two,

a step function dependence of range on N/Z of the vroduct or on Z and A of an

isobaric mass or isotopic charge chain is Dredicted.  This sudden change in range

is expected to occur over two mass or two charpe units, as found emnerimentallv.

From an analysis of thick-target recoil proverties,  the  followinfr  nuantities

have been determined for the neutron excessive products: the average denosition

energv of cascade nuclei leading to the formation of the viven Droduct and to that

of   the most nrobable product   for a Fiven mass chain,    the average total kinet ic enerrr,
release, and the separation distances of the primary dharpe centers.  The values

of E* (Zn,A) calculated from the observed values of E* are relatively constant

at 146 f 13 MeV.  This value is only slightly larger than the value (13,14) 120 f

3 MeV determined at 450 MeV.  The average values of the total kinetic energy

of the primaries, 156 f 3 MeV, and their separation distance at scission; 19.4

f 0.6 fermi, are found to be equal, within the experimental errors, to the values

(14) 160 f 2 MeV and 19.1 + 0.1. fermi determined at 450 MeV, providine further
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evidence for the similarity of the process at the two bombarding energies.

The analysis of the results for the neutron deficient products leads to

the follo :ing conclusions :  1. The charge dispersion obtained after subtraction

of the contribution from normal fission closelv resembles that obtained in spallation

reactions. However, a rather similar curve is exnected for fission of cascade .

evaporation products 1,ring  in the heavy rare-earth region.      2. The experimental

value of FW is consistent with that expected for snallation but the for,-ard

to-backward ratio  is  too  low  by a factor  of  #6.     This discrepanc- could  be  re -

duced if modifications in the calculation lead to the conious evaporation of

fragments with A>10.  The measured values of 2"(F+B) are also in line with the

expectation for fission of heavy rare earth nuclei but once again. larper F/B

values vould be expected.  3. The deposition energies obtained for these vroducts

are far too low to be consistent vith either of these two mechanisms. The dif

ficulty is ascribed to the small ualues of F/B which may be indicative of a break·

down of the assumed v*- E* relation (25) or even of the tvo-sten model of

high-Energv reactions.

If thus appears that the production of the neutron deficient products at

high energies is not comnletely consistent with either spallation or fission of

low Z nuclai.  It is nuite likelv that both these processes make a contribution but

*ddittanal mechanisms, such as fragmentation, may also be of imnortance,  It

is apparent that further work is needed to clarify this nroblem.

The cooperation of Dr. E. Steinberg in arranging for ZGS irradiations and

Droviding laboratory space and counting facilities is gratefullv acknowledged.
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Table I

Decay Properties of Observed Radionuclidesa

Nuclide Mode of Decay T, Radiation D/A 4         Measured

100
Pd 100% E.C.'          3.63 d. X-rav 0.801c

101                             +                                               d-Pd 96.8% E.C.; 3.2% 0 8.4 h. 307 KeV y (daughter)  1.20

103Pd 100% E.C. 17.0 h. X. rav 1.23

103
Ag                               1.1 h. daughter

105
Ag          100% E.C. 40.0 d. X-rav 1.27

107Cd 99.7% E.C.: 0.3% 8+    6.7 h. X-ra,r 1.02

107
In                             32 m. daughter

109                                   -·                                                            -Pd 100% B 13.5 h.           8                1.00

111g 100% B 22 m. daughterPd

nlrn
daughter                                     

Pd 32% 8-, 68% IT 5.5 h.

111Ag          100% B 7.5 d.·        B                  1.00

111:-
In 100% E.C. 2.81 d. 247 KeV y 1.06

112
Pd 100% B 21.0 h. 618 KeV y, (daughter)

112                  _Ag         100% B 3.2 h.          8-                1.00

113Ag          100% 8-- 5.3 h.          B                 1.00

115mcd 100% B
-

43.0 d.           8-                1.00

115gcd
100%·8 2.3 d.          B                 1.00

582 KeV y 2.15

a Based on properties described in Nuclear Data Sheets, comviled bry K. 7 'av et.

al. (Printing and Publishing Office, National Academi of Fciences - National
  Research Council, Washington 25, D. C.).

Disintegration per· emitted radiation.  Values of nuclides measured via X ray

emission contain corrections for percentage electron capture, fraction of K
capture, fraction of K vacancies resulting from gamma rays of associated

  daughter: and fluoresence vield of the daughter naclide.
Based on decay scheme proposed by J. S. Evans and P. A. Naumann, Phvs. Rev.

d 9138' 1017 (1905).Based on decay scheme proposed by J. F. Evans et al ., Phvs . Rev. 8138, 9 ( 1965 )
and J. S. Evans and R. A. Naumann, Phys. Rev. 8140, 559 ( 1965 ).

A          it
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Table II

Formation Cross Sections of Products from GeV Proton Bombardments of Uranium

 arding
-04- Energy        a              b            c

Nuclide  Gev), 3 5.7 11.5 28a

100
Pd (c) 0.88 + 0.12 0.90 + 0.02 (3) 1.4 + 0.1

101pd (c) 2.0 4 0.1 2.60 + 0.05 (2) 2.7 + 0.4

103                           d
Pd Cc) 3.6 1 0.2 (3.7) 5.10 + 0.02 (4) 4.1 + 0.2 (4.2)a

109   , .Pd (c) 21.4 1 2.5 19.1 22.9 + O.7 62) 16.8 + 2.1

111m d (i) 5.5 + 0.3 2.2 5.6 + 0.8 (2) 3.9 + 0.2

111gpd
(c) 11.3 + 0.2  (3)

112
Pd (c) 16.9 +1.5 1.0    13.8 + O.1 (5) 14.3 + O.4

103
Ag (c) 1.9 1 0.1   (1)

105
Ag (c) 5.3 1 0.15  (2)

111
Ag (c) 21.5+3e   24.3 1 0.3  (3)

112 ,..
Ag (1) 7.9    9.35 + 0.09 (5)

113Ag (c)f 12.4 13.8 + 0.1  (5)

107                                                  (2)Cd (c) 5.3 + 0.1

115mCd (i)  6.6 1 0.7 6.4 1 0.3 (2) 5.6 + 0.1

115 Cd (c) 14.2 + 0.9 15.8 + 0.2 (2) 13.3 + O.8

107                                                    (2)In (c) 1.3 1 0.3

111 4.6 + 0.1In lc) 4.9 5.84 1 0.09 (4) 5.0 + 0.5
.....

a  Reference 5
b  References 17 and 18.  The reported cross sections were adjusted to the monitor

cross section used in the present study.
c  Present study.  (Values in parenthesis refer to number of determinations).
d Value corrected for radiation abundance used in present study.
e  Reference 2f

Partial cumulative yield.
   Partial independent yield.  (It is estimated that there is an 8% contribution

of the cumulative parent yield to the observed cross section).
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Table III

Recoil Parameters of Uranium Fission Products

Recoil properties (corrected) Recoil parameters

Nuclide 2W(F + B) F/B                     R             n4
(mg/cm2 U) (mg/cm2 U)

Neutron Excessive Products

109Pd 8.71 + 0.12 (2)a   1.10 + 0·02 8.67 + 0.12 0.022 + 0.004

112
Pd 8.98 + O.06 (4) 1.07 + 0.01 8.96 + 0.06 0.015 + 0.002

111Ag     8.75 + 0.03 (2) 1.105 + 0.005 8.70 + 0.03 0.0226 f 0.0002

112Ag     9.21 + 0.19 (2) 1.10 t+0.02 9.16 +40.19 0.022 + O.004

113
Ag

-

8.87 +.0.15 (2) 1.08 +.O.02 8.84 + 0.15 0.017 + 0.004

Neutron Deficient Products

100
Pd 4.52 + 0.05 (2)    1.12 + 0.03 4.50 + 0.05 0.025 + 0.004

-                                                       -                                                                                                          ..1

101
Pd 5.46 + 0.06 (2) 1.14 + 0.02 5.43 + O.06 0.029 + 0.004

103
Pd 5.22 + 0.06 (2) 1.130 t 0.003 5.20 + 0.06 O.028 + 0.001

103Ag     4.53 1 0.11 (1) 1.13 1 0.02 4.50 + 0.11 0.028 1 0.003

105Ag     5.64 1 0.06 (2) 1.13 1 0.03 5.62 + 0.06 0.028 + 0.005
\

111
In 4.84 + 0.01 (2) 1.155 + 0.002 4.82 + 0.01 0.033 + 0.001

a
Number of separate determinations
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Table IV

Properties of Isobaric Mass and Isotonic Charge Chains from

238
11.5 GeV Proton Bombardments of    U

*

Neutron Excessive Products

A       a                      Z          N/Zmax atot P            P
(mb) (mb)

109 (29.4)a 45·58 1.391

111 9.2 28.5 46.24 1.401

112 9.8 30.2 46.63 ,1.402

115 (29.4) 47·65 1.413

Neutron Deficient Products

Z     a                 FT·1101      A     :   N/Zmax atot                     P            n
(mb) (mb) (Mass Units)

46 3.58 11.1 2.90 102.09 1.219

47 3.64 11.3 (2.90) 104.49 1.223

a
Values in parenthesis are assumed

t
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Table V

Average Kinetic Energy and Cascade Deposition Eaarfor for

Formation of Fission Products

/.'

Nuclide      T < Ttot(Z,A' )>     D               v              Ee           E*a
corr

Isolated                                              4
(MeV) (MeV) (fermi) (MeV/amu) (Mev) (wev)

Neutron Excessive

109Ed 71.0 151.4 20.1 O.025 + 0.05  140 + 27 118 + 2

112
Pd 73.8 155.6 19.6 0.018 + 0.02  100 + 14 :99 +3

111
Ag 71.5 155.5 19.6 0.026 + 0.00  146 + 4 116 f 11

112
Ag 78.2 167.6 18.2 0.026 f 0.05  145 £ 28

113
Ag 73.1 157.3 19.4 0.020 f 0.05  113 f 27

Neutron Deficient

100
Pd       28                              0.019 + 0.05 109 + 25

101
Pd       37                               0.025 2 0.04  145 + 22

103
Pd       32                              0.022 + 0101 129 + 3 200 f 10

103Ag       29                              0.021 + 0.03  119 t 18

105 0.024 + 0.06  137 'f 34Ag       37

111
In       25                              0.022 + 0.00  126 + 7

a 450 MeV proton bombardment
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Table VI

Average Projected Ranges Calculated for Spallation

Initial conditions Projerted ranges

BWZ   A  E*   1/7    vj- 36 FW

(MeV) (MeV/amu)4 (MeV/amu)- mg/cm mg/cm
22

82 203 1800 0.26 0.65 2.0 0.07

82 203 1800 0-17 0.48 1.3 0.2

Experimental values 1.3+0.1 1.1+0.1
- -

\
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Figures

Fig. 1 -  Charge dispersion for products with 100<Af]-15 from the interaction

of U with 11.5 GeV protons.  Solid curve - overall dispersion eurve calcu-238

lated for A = 111; dot-dashed extensions - resolution of solid curve into two

components; dashed curve - cumulative cross sections based on the charge dis-

persion curve.  0 - experimental cumulative yields; 0 - experimental indepen-

dent yields.

Fig. 2 -  Comparison of the charge dispersion for products with 100<A<115 from

238
the interaction of U with 11.5 (solid curve) and 0.45 GeV (dashed curve)

protons.

Fig. 3 -  Isotopic distribution of neutron deficient palladium nuclides.

238Solid curve - 11.5 GeV protons on    U; dashed curve - 400 MeV Drotons on

silver; dot-dashed curve - fission of nuclide with Z.70, A#170 by 450 MeV

238 20'8-
protons as extrapolatad from results for U and rb.  Experimental points

are shown wherever available.

Fig. 4 -  Dependence of 2W(F+B) on effective N/Z of product.  The solid curve

is constructed from the indicated ranges for the two types of products weighted

by their respective cross sections at each N/Z.  0 - Experimental values at

11.5   GeV; g- experimental values at   400   MeV.
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